The relation between event apprehension and utterance formulation was examined in children and adults. English-speaking adults and 4-year-olds viewed motion events while their eye movements were monitored. Half of the participants in each age group described each event (Linguistic task), whereas the other half studied the events for an upcoming memory test (Nonlinguistic task). All participants then completed a memory test in which they identified changes to manners of motion and path endpoints in target events. In the Nonlinguistic task, eye movements and memory responses revealed striking similarities across age groups. Adults and preschoolers attended to manner and path endpoints with similar timing, and in the memory test both successfully detected manner and path changes at similar rates. Substantial differences in production emerged between age groups in the Linguistic task: whereas adults usually mentioned both manners and paths in their event descriptions, preschoolers tended to omit one event component or the other. However, eyegaze patterns remained equivalent across the two age groups, with both children and adults allocating more attention to event components that they planned to talk about. Children in the Linguistic task were at chance in the memory test, whereas adults actually showed a memory benefit as compared to the Nonlinguistic task. We conclude that developmental differences in the description of motion events are not due to pure attentional differences between adults and children, but leave open the possibility that they stem from limitations that are solely linguistic in nature or that arise at the interface of attention and language production.
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Introduction
The ultimate goal in studies of language production is to gain an understanding of the processes that carry an idea from message formation to linguistic formulation. This area of research is complicated by the fact that the object most readily available for study is the output of language production, i.e., utterances, but the representations and processes that contribute to this output are more difficult to observe. Recent studies have demonstrated that in adults, on-line tracking of attention allocation provides a powerful window into the process of utterance formulation. Studying the time course from apprehension of some visual stimulus to grammatical encoding of some components of that stimulus has allowed researchers to infer the content of underlying representations as they are built and to observe the way that adults transform those conceptual representations into linguistic representations (e.g., Bock, Irwin, Davidson, & Levelt, 2003; Gleitman, January, Nappa, & Trueswell, 2007; Griffin & Bock, 2000; Papafragou, Hulbert, & Trueswell, 2008; Trueswell & Papafragou, 2010) . However, the way that language production relates to attention allocation and event representation in young children has not yet been studied 0010-0277/$ -see front matter Ó 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.cognition.2011.10.002
